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Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) developmentsFinancial Conduct Authority (FCA) developments

Of relevance to
All firms

FCA launches new online fees portal

On 12 April 2021, the FCA is launching a new online invoicing portal for 
users to access their invoices and arrange payment of their fees. Firms 
should continue using the existing invoicing online portal for now.  The 
existing portal will no longer be available after 31 March 2021.  There will 
be no portal available until the new portal launches on 12 April 2021.

Users will access the online portal using their Connect log in details after 
launch. Connect is the FCA’s online system that users can use to submit 
applications and notifications. 

Users will not be able to view or download invoices paid before 31 March 
2021 in the new portal, so are encouraged to download these ahead of 
April. Users that currently receive a soft copy of their invoice with their 
invoice notification will continue to do so.

The change is part of the FCA’s wider data strategy and upgrade of its 
internal finance systems to help ensure it is responding to how firms are 
using new technology and data and to look at how it can apply this to its 
own systems and improve its efficiency and effectiveness.

https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/fees-and-levies/new-online-fees-portal

FCA review on Implementing Technology Change

On 5 February 2021, the FCA published its review on Implement Technology 
Change.  This review sets the FCA’s findings from its cross-Financial Services 
change management review which looked at how financial firms manage 
technology change, the impact of change failures and the practices utilised 
within the industry to help reduce the impact of incidents resulting from 
change management.

A number of significant IT failures in the last 10 years have led to greater 
scrutiny of the effectiveness of technology change management in the 
financial services (FS) sector. The evolution of business models, economic and 
regulatory change and the increasing pace of technological advancements 
have emphasised the need for firms to change with confidence. Technology 
is integral to the delivery of FS and while technology change presents firms 
with the opportunity to innovate, lower costs and improve the quality of 
service, it also introduces operational risks. 

The FCA’s analysis of the incident data firms report revealed that change 
related incidents are consistently one of the top causes of failure and 
operational disruption. Nearly 1,000 material incidents were reported to 
the FCA in 2019, 17% of which were attributed to change activity.

https://connect.fca.org.uk/firms/aupo_sitelogin
https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/fees-and-levies/new-online-fees-portal
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By reviewing how financial firms implement technology change, and the 
effect that outages have on consumers and the financial system, the FCA 
aimed to understand how firms currently approach managing technology 
change and the causes of the problems they encounter.

The report sets out the analysis and key findings across the following areas:

1. contributing practices to change success and change failure

2. the impact of incidents caused by technology change

3. how firms govern and manage technology change

4. how firms build and deploy technology change

5. how infrastructure impacts technology change

This review is relevant for all FS organisations and may also be of interest to 
third parties providing technology services to the industry.

The aim of operational resilience remains to prevent, respond to, recover 
and learn from operational disruptions. This review will contribute to the 
discussion on how firms can implement technology change in ways that 
reduce the potential for operational disruption. As firms are increasingly 
using remote and flexible working, it is critically important for firms to 
understand the services they provide, how change activity can impact those 
services and invest in their resilience to protect themselves, consumers and 
the market.

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/multi-firm-reviews/implementing-
technology-change

FCA consultation paper on Changes to the SCA-RTS and to the guidance 
in ‘Payment Services and Electronic Money – Our Approach’ and the 
Perimeter Guidance Manual

On 28 January, the FCA published a consultation paper which proposed 
amendments to the SCA RTS, as well as updates and additions to its 
published guidance in the Regulatory Technical Standards, Perimeter 
Guidance Manual and the Approach Document. The FCA notes that it is 
proposing changes to the SCA RTS to support competition and innovation 
in the payments and e money sector, more specifically: (i) adding a new 
exemption from SCA for when customers access their account information 
though an account information service provider (AISPs); (ii) mandating the 
use of dedicated interfaces (such as application programming interfaces 
(APIs)) by account servicing payment service providers (ASPSPs) to facilitate 
third party provider (TPP) access to retail and SME customers’ payment 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/multi-firm-reviews/implementing-technology-change
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/multi-firm-reviews/implementing-technology-change
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accounts; (iii) changing requirements for publishing interface technical 
specifications, availability of testing facilities, and fallback mechanisms by 
account providers; (iv) treating ASPSPs with deemed authorisation under 
temporary permissions regime (whether under the Exit SI or EEA Passport 
Rights (Amendment, etc., and Transitional Provisions) (EU Exit) Regulations 
2018) as exempt from the requirement to set up a fallback interface, where 
the ASPSP has an exemption from its home state competent authority; 
and (v) increasing the single and cumulative transaction thresholds for 
contactless payments from £45 up to £100 (or potentially a maximum of 
£120) and from £130 to £200 respectively. Regarding amendments to the 
Approach Document, the FCA states that it is proposing changes, among 
other things, to: (a) reflect the UK’s withdrawal from the EU and the end 
of the transition period; and (b) amend its safeguarding and prudential risk 
management guidance – this includes proposing to make permanent the 
temporary guidance issued in July in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The consultation was open until 24 February 2021 for questions relating to 
contactless payments (Q5 & Q6) and closes on 30 April 2021 for all other 
aspects of the consultation.

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp21-3-changes-
sca-rts-and-guidance-payment-services-and-electronic-money-our-
approach-and-perimeter

FCA asks banks to reconsider branch closures during coronavirus 
lockdown

The FCA has reminded firms to consider the impact of national restrictions 
on compliance with the Principles, given their existing guidance on branch 
closures. In September 2020, the FCA published guidance on branch 
closures and ATM closures and conversions. The guidance supports the 
FCA’s consumer protection objective and is designed to protect consumers 
by setting expectation that firms should assess customer (consumer and 
SME or micro-enterprise) needs and consider the availability and provision 
of alternative arrangements where closures or conversions are planned.

The FCA’s Principles for Businesses require firms to treat their customers 
fairly, and communicate with them in a fair, clear and not misleading way. 
The FCA expect firms to exercise particular care with vulnerable customers.

In January 2021, the Government and devolved authorities announced new 
restrictions across the UK due to coronavirus (Covid-19).  Some banks and 
building societies informed the FCA that they are either going ahead with 
branch closures already announced, or announcing new branch closures 
during the current lockdown. 

The FCA is concerned that these activities could have significant 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp21-3-changes-sca-rts-and-guidance-payment-services-and-electronic-money-our-approach-and-perimeter
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp21-3-changes-sca-rts-and-guidance-payment-services-and-electronic-money-our-approach-and-perimeter
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp21-3-changes-sca-rts-and-guidance-payment-services-and-electronic-money-our-approach-and-perimeter
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consequences for customers. The FCA wants firms to review their plans 
against their existing guidance and ensure that they continue to comply 
with its Principles.

In line with FCA guidance firms should consider the impact of branch 
closures on customers. Where they are unable to meet the expectations of 
FCA guidance during lockdown measures, they should consider pausing or 
delaying new branch closures where possible, particularly where this could 
have significant impact on vulnerable customers. This would be similar to 
the approach firms took during lockdown measures in 2020.

Where firms consider it is appropriate to continue with plans during this 
period, the FCA expect them to have considered its guidance and be able to 
demonstrate how they have taken the concerns and expectations set out 
in the FCA statement into account. If firms are considering new closures or 
advancing those previously announced during this period, the FCA expects 
them to:

 ▪ communicate with customers in a way that is clear, fair and not 
misleading to inform them of the closure proposals. Particular 
consideration should be given to the best way to make sure vulnerable 
and hard-to-reach customers are aware of the proposals and are able 
to contact the firm. 

 ▪ give customers clear information about how the firm can help them 
access alternatives during this period of national restrictions, for 
example support to use online banking.

 ▪ where appropriate, engage with customers to understand their needs 
and properly consider how they will be affected by the proposals.

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/banks-branch-closures-
coronavirus-lockdown

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/banks-branch-closures-coronavirus-lockdown
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/banks-branch-closures-coronavirus-lockdown
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Of relevance to
All firms

Bank of England Key elements of the 2021 stress test

The 2021 solvency stress test will assess the major UK banks and building 
societies against a UK and global scenario that reflects a severe path for the 
current macroeconomic outlook.

The Bank of England’s approach to concurrent solvency stress testing aims 
to use periods when the economy is growing to build up banks’ buffers of 
capital, ready to be drawn on to support the economy in a stress. Once the 
economy enters a real stress the focus changes. At this point stress tests 
are used to assess whether the buffers of capital that banks have built up 
are large enough to deal with how the prevailing stress could unfold.

The results of the 2021 solvency stress test will act as a cross-check on the 
Financial Policy Committee’s (FPC’s) judgement of how severe the current 
stress would need to be in order to jeopardise banks’ resilience and challenge 
their ability to absorb losses and continue to lend. It will therefore cross-
check the judgement that the banking system is resilient to a reasonable 
worst-case stress in the current environment. It will also support the 
Prudential Regulation Authority’s (PRA’s) objective of promoting the safety 
and soundness of PRA-regulated firms.

There will be no mechanical link from the results to regulatory response. 
But the outcome of the test will be used to update the FPC’s judgements 
about the most appropriate ways in which the banking system can continue 
to support the economy through the stress. It will also be used as an input 
into the PRA’s transition back to its standard approach to capital-setting 
and shareholder distributions through 2021.

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/stress-testing/2021/stress-testing-
guidance-2021-for-participants

PRA consultation on its approach to supervision of branches and 
subsidiaries of international banks 

On 11 January 2021, the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) published 
a consultation on its proposed approach to supervising the UK activities 
of PRA-authorised banks and designated investment firms that are 
headquartered outside the UK, or are part of a group based outside 
the UK. The PRA also proposes expectations for receiving information 
concerning risks in the wider group, and for co-operation from regulated 
entities and their supervisors, in order that it can be satisfied that firms 
are meeting threshold conditions.  The PRA has published the draft 
supervisory statement ‘International banks: The PRA’s approach to branch 
and subsidiary supervision’ (in the Appendix), which will supersede SS1/18. 

The PRA explains that overall, its approach to the supervision of international 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/stress-testing/2021/stress-testing-guidance-2021-for-participants
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/stress-testing/2021/stress-testing-guidance-2021-for-participants
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banks remains stable and consistent following the UK’s withdrawal from 
the EU. The PRA consider that those firms which have operated in the UK 
for some time as either branches or subsidiaries should find the proposals 
to be in line with their experience of the PRA’s supervision. The proposed 
expectations on subsidiaries and systemic wholesale branches in the 
proposed Supervisory Statement are consistent with the PRA’s existing 
supervisory approach, and are intended to provide clarity to firms on what 
they need to do to meet the PRA threshold conditions. 

The consultation closes on 11 April 2021 and the PRA proposes the 
implementation date for the final policy would be in Q2 2021.

h t t p s : / / w w w . b a n k o f e n g l a n d . c o . u k / - / m e d i a / b o e / f i l e s /
prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2021/january/cp221.
pdf?la=en&hash=804FF77C604EA0C3A608D05BBAE84172D72B91FB

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-
regulation/consultation-paper/2021/january/cp221app1.pdf

The Kalifa Review of UK FinTech

On 26 February 2021, HM Treasury published an independent report on the 
UK Fintech sector by Ron Kalifa OBE.  At the Budget 2020, the Chancellor 
asked Ron Kalifa OBE to conduct an independent review to identify priority 
areas to support the UK’s fintech sector. The Review formally launched 
in July 2020 with objectives for supporting the growth and widespread 
adoption of UK Fintech, and for maintaining the UK’s global Fintech 
reputation.

The Kalifa Review of UK Fintech highlights the opportunity to create highly 
skilled jobs across the UK, boost trade, and extend the UK’s competitive 
edge over other leading fintech hubs. It sets out a series of proposals for 
how the UK can build on its existing strengths, create the right framework 
for continued innovation, and support UK firms to scale.

The report’s recommendations are contained in a 5-point plan:

1. Policy and Regulation

 ▫ Deliver a digital finance package that creates a new regulatory 
framework for emerging technology

 ▫ Implement a “Scalebox” that supports firms focusing on scaling 
innovative technology

 ▫ Establish a Digital Economy Taskforce (DET) to ensure alignment 
across government

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2021/january/cp221.pdf?la=en&hash=804FF77C604EA0C3A608D05BBAE84172D72B91FB
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2021/january/cp221.pdf?la=en&hash=804FF77C604EA0C3A608D05BBAE84172D72B91FB
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2021/january/cp221.pdf?la=en&hash=804FF77C604EA0C3A608D05BBAE84172D72B91FB
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2021/january/cp221app1.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2021/january/cp221app1.pdf
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 ▫ Ensure that fintech forms an integral part of trade policy

2. Skills

 ▫ Retrain and upskill adults in support of UK fintech by ensuring 
access to short courses from high-quality education providers at 
low cost

 ▫ Create a new visa Stream to enhance access to Global Talent for 
Fintech scaleups

 ▫ Build a pipeline of fintech talent by supporting fintech scaleups 
to offer embedded work placements to Further Education and 
Higher Education students and Kickstarters

3. Investment 

 ▫ Expand R&D tax credits, Enterprise Investment Scheme and 
Venture Capital Trusts

 ▫ Unlock institutional capital to create a £1bn “Fintech Growth 
Fund” of sufficient scale to act as the catalyst in developing a world 
leading ecosystem

 ▫ Improve the listing environment through free float reduction, dual 
class shares and relaxation of pre-emption rights

 ▫ Create a global family of fintech indices to enhance sector visibility

4. International 

 ▫ Deliver an international action plan for fintech

 ▫ Launch an international “Fintech Credential Portfolio” (FCP) 
to support international credibility and increase ease of doing 
business

 ▫ Drive international collaboration through the Centre for Finance, 
Innovation and Technology, and launch an International Fintech 
Taskforce

5. National connectivity

 ▫ Nurture the high growth potential of the top 10 Fintech clusters

 ▫ Drive national coordination strategy through Centre for Finance, 
Innovation and Technology

 ▫ Accelerate the development and growth of Fintech clusters 
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through further investment, such as in R&D

HMT is expected to publish a response in due course. Mr Kalifa has also 
requested the UK Government to consider appointing a FinTech ‘business 
champion’ to support FinTech and deliver the strategy set out in the Kalifa 
Review.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/965687/KalifaReviewofUKFintech.pdf

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/965034/KalifaFintechReview_Exec_
Summary.pdf

SFO Internal Guidance on evaluating a Compliance Programme 

On 17 January 2020, the Serious Fraud Office (“SFO”) updated its Operational 
Handbook to include a new chapter on evaluating a compliance programme. 
The update considers the relevance of compliance programmes for SFO 
cases and how the SFO will investigate the effectiveness of a compliance 
programme.  Compliance programmes are expected to be proportionate, 
risk-based and regularly reviewed, and cannot be merely a “paper exercise”.  
Prosecutors are therefore required to assess the past, present and future 
effectiveness of an organisation’s compliance programme. In relation to the 
scope of the assessment, the Ministry of Justice’s 2011 statutory guidance 
on the Bribery Act setting out six key principles (Proportionate procedures, 
top-level commitment, risk Assessment, due diligence, communication 
(including training) and monitoring and review) continue to represent a 
good general framework for assessing compliance programmes. 

The SFO’s Operational Handbook is an internal document which sets out 
standard processes, instructions and guidance on the conduct of SFO 
casework. It is intended as a practical reference guide for staff and does 
not constitute official guidance to third parties and is published in the 
interests of transparency. However, it can be instructive in revealing the 
SFO’s approach to certain matters.

In a recent speech at a Society of Corporate Compliance & Ethics conference 
the SFO Director Lisa Osofsky asked the audience “Are [compliance 
programmes] part of the company’s DNA?  Or do they just adorn a very nice 
couple of binders that are held on a bookshelf that don’t really do much more 
than provide window-dressing?”.  She confirmed that building on the principles 
released last year, the SFO will continue to deepen its understanding 
of compliance and engagement with compliance professionals: “We’re 
upskilling ourselves to be better and smarter in this evaluation, including 
bringing in people with experience and expertise in this area”.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/965687/KalifaReviewofUKFintech.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/965687/KalifaReviewofUKFintech.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/965034/KalifaFintechReview_Exec_Summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/965034/KalifaFintechReview_Exec_Summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/965034/KalifaFintechReview_Exec_Summary.pdf
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https://www.sfo.gov.uk/publications/guidance-policy-and-protocols/sfo-
operational-handbook/

https://www.sfo.gov.uk/publications/guidance-policy-and-protocols/sfo-operational-handbook/
https://www.sfo.gov.uk/publications/guidance-policy-and-protocols/sfo-operational-handbook/
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Of relevance to
All firms

Jersey Financial Services Commission fines firms £700,000 for breaching 
anti-money-laundering rules 

On 16 February 2021, the Jersey Financial Services Commission (“JFSC”) 
issued a public statement relating to civil financial penalties totalling about 
£700,000 imposed on three companies in the SG Kleinwort Hambro (SGKH) 
group for failure organise and control their affairs effectively for the proper 
performance of their business activities and to be able to demonstrate 
the existence of adequate risk management systems and a breach of the 
requirement to deal with the JFSC in an open and co-operative manner.  
These failures left SGKH under-informed of compliance risk and whether 
they there were operating robust systems and controls to, inter alia, mitigate 
against money laundering and the financing of terrorism. Concerns were 
also raised about staff resourcing for compliance work, failure to respond 
to rule breaches that were discovered, not notifying the JFSC of breaches 
and inadequate documentation of compliance matters at board meetings.

Aggravating factors include: SGWH Bank’s regulatory compliance record; 
the failure by the SGKH entities to act with the expected candour with the 
JFSC by failing to notify the JFSC of regulatory breaches promptly and 
completely; and the failure by the boards to materially recognise and/or 
address concerns raised by their compliance function and the JFSC.  

Mitigating factors include: post the on-site examination, the SGKH entities 
co-operated fully with the JFSC, the boards immediately responded to 
the matters identified and retained the services of a regulatory consulting 
firm to support them in addressing the findings, identify root causes and 
implement a significant remediation exercise; the remediation exercise 
has been fully supported internally; significant financial resources being 
invested in further strengthening the SGKH entities’ commitment to 
enhancing and developing its business operations in Jersey, including the 
compliance function and no customer/client has suffered losses as a result 
of the matters identified.  

https://www.jerseyfsc.org/news-and-events/sgkh-entities/

https://www.jerseyfsc.org/news-and-events/sgkh-entities/
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Of relevance to
All firms

FATF Plenary 22 to 25 February 2021

The Financial Action Task Force (“FATF”) held a Plenary meeting between 
22 and 25 February 2021.  Delegates representing the 205 members of the 
Global Network and observer organisations, such as the IMF, the United 
Nations and the World Bank, worked through a full agenda to strengthen 
global safeguards to detect, prevent and disrupt the financial flows that 
fuel crime and terrorism.  Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the 
Plenary met virtually for the third time. As the pandemic continues to impact 
families, healthcare services, communities and economies worldwide, 
criminals continue to exploit the crisis for financial gain. Delegates continue 
to work to stamp out the laundering of proceeds of crimes including those 
linked to the COVID-19 pandemic. As countries focus on recovering from 
this crisis, it is more important than ever to fully and effectively implement 
the FATF Standards, and take a risk-based approach to mitigating money 
laundering and terrorist financing risks.

During their discussions, delegates finalised work in a number of important 
areas. These included guidance to help countries take an effective, risk-
based approach to supervision, guidance on investigating and prosecuting 
terrorist financing and work on illicit arms trafficking and terrorist financing, 
the latter two available to competent authorities. Delegates also agreed to 
release for public consultation a draft guidance to assist countries, financial 
institutions and DNFBPs in identifying, assessing and mitigating the risks 
of the financing of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and 
updated guidance on virtual assets and virtual asset service providers.

The FATF also advanced its work on ongoing key issues. 

 ▪ These include digitalisation, which has the potential to make anti-
money laundering and counter-terrorist financing (AML/CFT) action 
more effective and efficient. In particular, the FATF agreed to start 
new work on digital transformation of AML/CFT for operational 
agencies. The FATF also continued discussions on the strategic 
review, which will shape the next round of mutual evaluations and 
make them more timely and risk-based. 

 ▪ Delegates explored potential amendments to further strengthen 
the FATF requirements on beneficial ownership. The FATF’s mutual 
evaluations, as well as high-profile examples of abuse, demonstrate 
that criminals are still able to hide their illicit assets behind anonymous 
or complex legal structures.  Delegates discussed how to improve 
transparency and ensure that up-to-date beneficial ownership 
information is available to authorities. 

 ▪ The FATF also discussed the preliminary findings in its ongoing work 
to overcoming the challenges linked to the effective recovery of 
criminals’ assets, tackle money laundering from environmental crimes 
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and the financing of ethnically and racially motivated terrorism.

The Plenary meeting considered the following:

1. Strategic Initiatives

 ▫ Improving risk-based supervision 

 ▫ Mitigating the money laundering and terrorist financing risks of 
virtual assets

 ▫ Strengthening measures to prevent the financing of proliferation 
of weapons of mass destruction

 ▫ Improving terrorist financing investigations and prosecutions

 ▫ Tackling illicit arms trafficking and terrorist financing

2. Country-specific processes

 ▫ Mutual Evaluation of New Zealand

 ▫ Impact of COVID-19 on Mutual Evaluation processes

 ▫ Jurisdictions under Increased Monitoring

 ▫ Strengthening the Global Network

http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfgeneral/documents/outcomes-
fatf-plenary-february-2021.html

Basel Committee proposes amendments to rules on haircut floors for 
securities financing transactions

On 26 January 2021, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision published 
for consultation two technical amendments to the standard on minimum 
haircut floors for securities financing transactions (“SFTs”). The technical 
amendments seek to address an interpretative issue relating to collateral 
upgrade transactions and correct for a misstatement of the formula used 
to calculate haircut floors for netting sets of SFTs.

Technical amendments are defined as changes in standards that are not 
substantial in nature but that cannot be unambiguously resolved based on 
the current text.

Comments on the proposed technical amendments should be submitted 
by 31 March 2021. 

https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d514.pdf

http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfgeneral/documents/outcomes-fatf-plenary-february-2021.html
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfgeneral/documents/outcomes-fatf-plenary-february-2021.html
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d514.pdf
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